
 

Narrator:  We’re from class 5D. Today we’re going to share with you something about two   

important figures in history:  Adolf Hitler (希特拉) and Albert Einstein. (愛恩思坦) 

           Einstein was a German-born Jew (猶太人), and Hitler hated Jews to the point where he  

wanted to wipe them out. 

 

Scene 1 

Officer： Salute!          

  (soldiers mark time & pose) 

Officer：  What is our major task? Tell me now! 

Soldiers： Help our homeland regain the glory of our nation. Defeat the Jews!  

Officer：  Who is our respectable captain? Tell me now! 

Soldiers： Adolf Hitler! We will follow him forever! 

Officer：  Great! Let’s hear from our Leader now.   

Adolf Hitler： My dear soldiers, all I want to say is that our only aim is to fight for the benefits and  

  rights of our country. This can help us reconstruct our society and economy.  

Also, we have to defeat the Jews. (打敗猶太人) They are our enemies! The stupid  

Jews grab our business and jobs. We’re defeated in the First World War because of  

the Jews. Shouldn’t they pay for it now! Come on, my dearest soldiers, kill the Jews  

or put them into the gas chamber (毒氣室)! 

Officer + Soldiers：Yes, Leader! 

Adolf Hitler：  The world which belongs to us is coming! Long Live Germany! 

 

Scene 2 

（The soldiers are chasing the Jews and try to kill them） 

Jew A： It’s not my business! Don’t kill me! 

Jew B： What’s happening? I don’t want to die! 

Jew C：Help me！Help！Help！Help！Oh！ 

Albert Einstein (hiding away)： What is happening? Is it really my country? What should I do？       

（A soldier is coming）  

Oh! I have to run away so that I will not be arrested by the Nazi  

Party (納粹黨)!  I promise I will come back to save the Jews.    

 

Scene 3 

Albert Einstein： Is it the US? It seems a good place for me to do research. I need to talk to the U.S.  

President about my research because it is going to affect the whole world. 

(Einstein meets Roosevelt)  

Albert Einstein:  Hi, Mr. President. 

Roosevelt： What’s going on? 

Albert Einstein： I suggest we have to work on the A-bomb (原子彈) fast before Adolf Hitler gets it.  

Otherwise, the whole world will be in big trouble.  

Roosevelt：  That’s true! I will totally support you.  



 

Narrator：After a few years, Albert Einstein finished the atomic bomb theory in the US. However,  

when the American soldiers seized the west of Germany, they knew that the atomic  

bomb experiment of the Nazis was still at the beginning stage. Therefore Albert Einstein 

advised the U.S. to stop using nuclear weapons (核子武器) in the war. But… 

 

(Someone is handing out newspapers） 

 

Scene 4 

Passerby A：（Reading the news） Wow! Can you believe it? It is so dangerous！ 

Passerby B： Yes! Why is it happening? 

Albert Einstein： What does the news say?  

(Reading the news) 

Oh, my God! Why is my A-bomb theory applied in the real war? I’ve told the  

U.S. government NOT to use nuclear weapons in wars. Why? Tell me why!  

 

Scene 5 

   (Einstein runs into Roosevelt)  

Einstein: (angrily) Mr. President, why did you use nuclear weapons? You’ve promised not to  

use them. 

Roosevelt:  Don’t get so angry. Calm down. I know I’ve promised not to use nuclear weapons, but  

it’s the only way to defeat the Nazis. 

Einstein:  (on his knees) Oh, my! 

 

Narrator:  

Throughout his life, Albert Einstein had put a lot of effort in scientific research and saved many 

well-known scientists. With their help, the US government created the first atomic bomb in human 

history. 

Albert Einstein devoted his life to world peace. He repeatedly asked the world to stop the arms race 

(軍備競賽) and the use of nuclear weapons. 

 

Concluding remarks 

Wars are bad to us, especially ones that involve the use of nuclear weapons such as the atomic 

bombs. We appreciate the great inventions and discoveries of Albert Einstein as well as his pursuit 

for world peace. We have a dream that the world will be filled with love and peace. We hope that 

there are no more wars in the world some day.  Thank you.  

 


